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ABSTRACT: The HyperCard environment of the Macintosh has become a popular
platform for Japanese Language courseware because of its flexibility and ease of
programming. However, due to the requirements for the KanjiTalk operating system
and the difficulties in using Japanese scripts in the English environment system, the
scope of the present courseware has been severely limited. This project involved
creating Japanese bitmap font files for the JIS Levels 1 and 2, and writing XFCN's for
font manipulation, Japanese kana input, and answer correction for the English system.
With these tools, both the variety and quality of future development of Japanese
language courseware will be improved.
KEYWORDS: Japanese operating systems, romaji, kanji, kana, JIS Levels 1 and 2, XFCN,
string matching, Shift-JIS code
INTRODUCTION
There are two ways to display the Japanese kana and kanji in HyperCard: (1) using
KanjiTalk (the Japanese operating system) or Sweetjam (a Japanese language support
system for the English operating system)1, and (2) using pasted bitmapped images of
kana and kanji under the English system.
KanjiTalk is the Japanese operating system that the Macintosh comes with when
purchased in Japan, equivalent to the normal English "Finder" system. Thus, KanjiTalk
comes free with the computer and virtually all software developed in Japan requires
KanjiTalk. There are also a few courseware packages developed in the U.S. which
require KanjiTalk, like "Understanding Written Japanese." An obvious advantage of the
KanjiTalk environment for courseware development is that the Japanese characters
remain as characters. This means that all of the JIS (Japanese Industrial Standard) level 1
and 2 characters (approximately 6,900) are readily available, and that kana and kanji can
be typed in and displayed in the text fields of HyperCard. There are, however, three
major disadvantages in using the KanjiTalk environment, particularly in an
instructional computer lab. First, while KanjiTalk is included with the system in Japan,
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it must be purchased in the U.S. (approx. $400 per copy). The cost is substantial for both
students learning Japanese and for an instructional computer lab with many stations.2
Second, since switching the system from the English "Finder" system to KanjiTalk
requires rebooting, this creates an operational difficulty for computer labs, especially for
LAN'S. Third, entering Japanese text always uses a frontend processor in the KanjiTalk
system. As a user types, the input shows up in a special window to be pre-processed for
kana-kanji conversion, rather than directly into the HyperCard text field. (Figure 1.) This
results in a rather awkward user interface for computerized lessons. Since kanji may
also be automatically entered through this interface, the process itself introduces extra
source of errors (i.e. choosing incorrect kanji) which will inevitably complicate answer
judging.

In order to avoid these problems, many commercially developed courseware packages
treat the Japanese kana and kanji as graphical images. Since these programs run under
the regular English "Finder" system, they do not require special Japanese system
software. (e.g. "Kanji Master", "Easy Kana", "JapanEase Vol. 1"). Lesson designs of such
courseware, however, suffer from the inability to treat kana and kanji as characters,
preventing them from being typed in. As a result, many of them overuse the multiplechoice format for questions while some of them avoid questioning entirely. Also, the
lessons are generally limited to character and vocabulary drills which do not require a
large amount of Japanese text.
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Thus, the goal of the current project is to develop an environment in which the Japanese
scripts are handled as characters without using any special Japanese operating system.
In order to achieve this goal, new font files and four XFCN's have been implemented for
HyperCard.
THE FONT FILES
A series of font files was created for the new system. It was necessary to create new files
since the font files being used by KanjiTalk and SweetJam are not compatible with the
English system's format.
The JIS standard of Japanese characters contains about 6,900 characters in two different
sets called "JIS level 1" and "JIS level 2"3. These sets of characters have been divided
among thirty-three Macintosh font files since a font file can contain a maximum of 256
characters.4 There are two copies of each font file containing the bitmap images in both
24x24 and 16xl6 bit Sizes.5 (Figure 2.) The first nineteen files contain the JIS level I
characters, and the rest contain the JIS level 2. By keeping these two sets separate, it is
possible to use only level 1 characters, if desired, since JIS level 1 contains the common
characters in use today.
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THE XFCN'S TO HANDLE JAPANESE SCRIPTS
The first XFCN converts Shift-JIS code, a two-byte standard code used by KanjiTalk, to
a new format which will index the new bitmap fonts on the English system.6 Since the
KanjiTalk environment is excellent for generating Japanese text, this XFCN enables
courseware developers to first write Japanese text in KanjiTalk and convert it into fonts
for use on the English system. (Figure 3.)

The second XFCN is the reverse of the first as it obtains the Shift-JIS code for a character
given the English HyperCard representation. This function becomes useful when a
database is only available in Shift-JIS code. For example, in a ding lesson under the new
system, if a learner highlights an unknown kanji to ok up in an electronic dictionary in
Shift-JIS code, this XFCN converts the highlighted part back to the original Shift-JIS
code.
The third XFCN provides a simple Japanese frontend processor. It converts Romanized
key strokes into either hiragana or katakana as one types. Further conversion of kana to
kanji is not implemented for the current version. Since the goal of the current project is
not to develop a Japanese word processor or a full frontend processor, kana-kanji
conversion is not critical. Two additional font files, “Hiragana" and "Katakana", were
created for this XFCN because a single font file must contain the English alphabet and
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either hiragana or katakana. The English alphabet is necessary to indicate key strokes as a
user inputs Japanese in Romanization. As Figure 4 shows, an advantage of this input
routine is that the input string goes directly into the HyperCard field, rather than into a
special window at the bottom of the screen. Thus, courseware developers can make
HyperCard accept a Japanese string input in any text field on the screen.

The fourth XFCN takes two Japanese strings in either hiragana or katakana: a correct
string, and a student's answer string. The XFCN compares them, and returns a markup
string which identifies the errors found in the student's answer string. The errors are
indicated in graphical symbols which are custom-made font characters. The markup
algorithm was originally developed by Robert Hart of Language Learning Laboratory at
University of Illinois. Since the original implementation was not specifically for
Japanese, it was modified by Hatasa (1988) to incorporate language specific needs. The
present XFCN is a re-implementation of Hatasa's modification. The following is the list
of detectable mismatches and corresponding graphical symbols.
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One of the advantages of this XFCN is its capability to collect individual's error patterns
very easily. Since the XFCN returns a markup as a character string, error positions and
code are readily available and analyzable. Each type of error is internally represented
by a mnemonic letter. For example, “
“ is an "a" (add) internally. In the first example
of Figure 5, the actual markup string
which the XFCN produces is "rrarrr"
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indicating the third kana, which is in this case a long vowel marker, needs to be added
to the student's response where everything else is correct. (An internal "r" is displayed
as one blank space in the markup.) Thus, common errors of learners of Japanese (e.g.
long vowel, double consonant, and voicing) can easily be identified and handled.
Lesson designers and developers have total freedom in using error information. For
example, a lesson designer may choose to merely point out the errors without showing
graphical symbols so that the learner must think about his/her own mistakes. In
addition, the markup routine can also be used to allow certain deviations as acceptable
answers if, for example, a lesson does not focus on spelling accuracy.
CONCLUSIONS
Courseware for Japanese developed with this system will neither require KanjiTalk, nor
be limited by graphical Japanese scripts. Although the system does not offer as much
power in manipulating Japanese scripts as a Japanese operating system does, it
certainly provides a much richer environment than pasted graphics can provide. The
current system has a wide variety of applications in courseware, such as kanji lessons,
vocabulary lessons, cloze passage, listening practice, conjugation exercises, grammar
exercises, and reading practice, etc. However, a developer should be cautious about the
length of the student's response in the string input format. As an input string becomes
longer, the answer judging becomes increasingly difficult.
As for the future development, it should be possible to port the current system to the
DOS environment since Windows 3.0 of the DOS platform uses a similar font file
format. Then, an authoring tool such as ToolBook, which closely resembles HyperCard,
should be able to offer a similar environment for courseware development.
The font files and XFCN's will be distributed freely as long as they are not used in
commercial products. By doing so, the authors hope that more people will be involved
in the development of low-cost, yet high quality Japanese language courseware.
NOTES
1

SweetJam adds Japanese language support to the regular English system. Although it
does not involve system switching, which will be discussed later, SweetJam offers a
similar environment that KanjiTalk offers. This paper will concentrate on KanjiTalk,
although differences between KanjiTalk and SweetJam certainly warrant discussions
elsewhere.
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2

At the time of writing, Apple Computer is not clear about the availability of site
licensing or educational discounts.
3
JIS level 1 contains Hiragana, Katakana, and approximately 3,000 Kanji which includes
all of the Joyo Kanji. JIS level 2 contains about 3,400 additional Kanji beyond level 1.
4
In the actual implementation, each font file contains 240 characters because the first 16
characters of the ASCII table contain control characters such as tab, carriage return, and
back space.
5
Both of the bit patterns follow the JIS standard patterns.
6
See Lunde (1990) for detailed discussion about various codes for Japanese including
Shift-JIS code.
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